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1. Introduction
In 1962, Bayless Manning, the Yale Law School corporate law scholar and later Stanford
Law School dean, announced the death of corporate law. Writing evocatively about a subject
that was at the time deadly boring, Manning wrote:
“[C]orporation law, as a field of intellectual effort, is dead in the United States. When
American law ceased to take the “corporation” seriously, the entire body of law that had been
built upon that intellectual construct slowly perforated and rotted away. We have nothing left
but our great empty corporation statutes—towering skyscrapers of rusted girders, internally
welded together and containing nothing but wind.” 1
Manning bemoaned that the corporate statute—the rusted girders of his metaphor that
provided the formal structure of the enterprise—no longer was enough to understand what
really mattered: how the corporation performed. Once the formalism of the statute was
recognized as insufficient itself to explain the true matter of concern, the conclusion
followed: nothing was left but wind.
Manning’s lament could be written off as just a law professor’s realization that his discipline
no longer explained enough about actual corporation behavior. But the concern was not
limited to legal scholars; the same realization was coming to the surface in financial
economics. In 1976, Jensen and Meckling provided what became the canonical account of the
corporation in Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and the Theory of the
Firm.2 Addressing a different literature, Jensen and Meckling educed a metaphor similar to
Manning’s: the theory of the firm in economics was an “empty box:”3
“While the literature of economics is replete with references to the ‘theory of the firm,’ the
material generally subsumed under that heading is not a theory of the firm but actually a
theory of markets in which firms are important actors. The firm is a “black box” operated so
as to meet the relevant marginal conditions … Except for a few recent and tentative steps,
however, we have no theory which explains how the conflicting objectives of the individual
participants are brought into equilibrium so as to yield this result.” 4
Jensen and Meckling focused centrally on the concept of agency costs—the cost of
techniques to align the incentives of the different participants necessary to conducting the
corporation’s business. From their perspective, the corporation was a “form of legal fiction

which serves as a nexus for contracting relationships and which is also characterized by the
existence of divisible residual claims on the assets and cash flows of the organization which
can generally be sold without permission of the other contracting individuals.”5 Reframed in
current Silicon Valley terminology, the corporation is a multi-sided platform that integrates
inputs on the one hand and customers on the other.
The intellectual impact of the agency cost characterization is hard to overstate: for the last 40
years, the mission of American corporate law, and of corporate scholarship more broadly, has
taken the form of a search for the organizational Holy Grail, a technique that bridges the
separation of ownership and control by aligning the interests of shareholders and managers
through a series of techniques, over time highlighting the role of independent directors,
hostile takeovers, and activist shareholders in this effort.6 This coalescence around corporate
law as a vehicle to produce shareholder profits hit its high point when Henry Hansmann and
Reinier Kraakman, in an article confidently titled “The End of History for Corporate Law,”
concluded that “in key commercial jurisdictions … there is no longer any serious competitor
to the view that corporate law should principally strive to increase long-term shareholder
value.”7
The result of Jensen and Meckling’s seminal reframing of corporate law into something far
broader than disputes over statutory language was that both Manning’s empty skyscrapers
and Jensen and Meckling’s empty box began to be filled. And it was no coincidence that the
term “corporate governance” appeared at about this time.8 Over a reasonably short period,
corporate governance codes appeared, like that of the OECD,9 which ranged much more
broadly than the limited coverage of a particular national (or state) corporate statute. Perhaps
most aggressively, in 1997 during the East Asian financial crisis the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank included corporate governance reform as a condition to assistance
alongside traditional macroeconomic restraints such as deficit reduction.10 Academic
attention followed the same growth pattern. For example, more than a quarter of all articles
published in the Journal of Financial Economics, one of the two leading finance journals,
from 1995 through August 29, 2013 were related to corporate governance.11
But with what have the empty skyscrapers and boxes been filled? The short answer is that the
new content has addressed the variety and interaction of contracts—formal contracts, implicit
contracts,12 and the braiding of the two13—that Jensen and Meckling’s treatment of the
corporation as a nexus of platforms invites. In the remainder of this chapter, I will address
three somewhat idiosyncratically chosen but nonetheless related examples of the implications
of the shift from corporate law to corporate governance, from legal rules standing alone to
legal rules interacting with non-legal corporate processes and institutions. Of course, the
point is not to be exhaustive, nor even to provide a taxonomy covering the categories of the
new content that is filling empty skyscrapers and boxes; the number and breadth of the
chapters in this book make obvious that either effort necessarily exceeds my ambition here.
Rather, my more limited goal is to provide examples of how this shift from corporate law to
corporate governance—from a largely legal focus to one that focuses on the corporation’s
inputs, outputs and how they are managed and, ultimately, the manner in which governance
interfaces with other institutional elements that make up a capitalist system—complicates the
problem corporate scholars, of whatever mix of disciplines, have to confront.14
The chapter proceeds by tracking how corporate law became corporate governance through
three examples of how we have come to usefully complicate the inquiry into the structures
that bear on corporate decision making and performance. Section 2 frames the first level of

complication in moving from law to governance by defining governance broadly as the
company’s operating system, a braided framework encompassing legal and non-legal
elements. Section 3 then adds a second level of complication by treating corporate
governance dynamically: corporate governance becomes a path-dependent outcome of the
tools available when a national governance system begins taking shape, and the process by
which elements are added to the governance system going forward—driven by what Paul
Milgrom and John Roberts call “supermodularity.”15 That characteristic reads importantly on
both the difficulty of corporate governance, as opposed to corporate law, reform, and the nonintuitive pattern of the results of reform: significant reform leads to things getting worse
before they get better. Section 3 then further complicates corporate governance by expanding
it beyond the boundaries of the corporation, treating particular governance regimes as
complementary to other social structures—for example, the labor market, the capital market
and the political structure—that together define different varieties of capitalism.
Section 4 then considers commonplace, but I will suggest misguided, efforts to take a
different tack from sections 2 and 3: to simplify rather than complicate corporate governance
analysis by recourse to now familiar single-factor analytic models in academic corporate law
and governance: stakeholder theory, team production, director primacy, and shareholder
primacy. Section 4 suggests that these reductions are neither models nor particularly helpful;
they neither bridge the contextual specificity of most corporate governance analysis nor
address the necessary interaction in allocating responsibilities among shareholders, teams,
and directors. In addition, these “models” are static rather than dynamic, a serious failing in
an era in which the second derivative of change is positive in many business environments
and Schumpeter seems to be getting the better of Burke. Section 5 concludes by examining
the importance of a corporate governance system’s capacity to respond to changes in the
business environment: the greater the rate of change, the more important is a governance
system’s capacity to adapt and the less important its ability to support long-term, firmspecific investment.

2. Corporate Governance as the Corporation’s Operating System
In teaching corporations, I ask at the beginning of the first class a seemingly simple question:
what is a corporation? After a predictable series of ever more complicated and sophisticated
responses from very smart students, I dramatically display16 a copy of a California
corporation’s articles of incorporation together with the Secretary of State’s certifying cover
page, on which appear attractive pictures of the California state animal (the grizzly bear) and
state flower (the California poppy).17 The corporation is nothing but a few pieces of paper I
say, leading up to a point similar to that made by Jensen and Meckling: corporations are best
understood not as a single thing but as the intersection of different things—recall that Jensen
and Meckling describe then as “legal fictions.”18 To be sure, the formalities are thin and
incomplete, but they are nonetheless important. For example, the corporate statute gives the
entity limited liability and unlimited life, features that caused the Economist in 1926 to equate
the corporation’s invention with the industrial revolution’s most important technological
innovations.19 But these are passive characteristics. Something more is necessary to bring the
golem to life.
This sets the stage for my real point. A corporation should be defined functionally by
reference to the structure that allows a legal fiction to operate a business and makes it
possible for third parties to confidently do business with it. Some of these structures are legal
rules that, in specified circumstances, allow the corporation to be treated, like Pinocchio, as if

a real boy. However, the mass of the business operation, both in importance and in bulk, is
not legal at all. It is processes of information flow, decision making, decision
implementation, and decision monitoring: how people operating the corporation (1) obtain
the information they need to make, implement, and monitor the results of business decisions
(including information relevant to regulatory compliance); (2) distributes information from
information originators to managers with sufficient expertise and experience to evaluate it;
and (3) makes decisions, communicate decisions to the employees who implement them, and
then gather information about the consequences, for the next round.
It is obvious that the formal corporate legal skeleton covers only a very small part of how the
corporation actually operates to carry out its business and continually adapts to its business
environment. In Bernard Black’s terms, most of the legal rules concerning the corporation’s
operations are “trivial,”20 in the sense that the rules are important only if they are ignored
despite how easily they are to satisfy. The rest and obviously most important part of the
governance structure—the dark matter of corporate governance—is the realm of reporting
relationships, organizational charts, compensation arrangements, information gathering, and
internal controls and monitoring, all largely non-legally dictated policies, practices, and
procedures that do not appear in the corporate statute or the corporation’s charter or bylaws.
To be sure, non-legal governance processes can morph into the “legal” when legislatures
conclude that self-generated governance is less effective than social welfare demands. A
familiar example: after the Enron/WorldCom accounting scandals, Sarbanes–Oxley imposed
a set of governance requirements over financial reporting, which included external
monitoring of internal controls, a specified board committee structure and composition, and
mandatory officer responsibilities. But, in general, even where the board has compliance
responsibilities, the implementation is for the firm to work out.
Put differently, corporate governance is the corporation’s operating system. This
characterization of governance in operational terms is reflected in the description of corporate
governance offered by the Business Roundtable, an organization composed of the CEOs of
many of the largest US corporations:
“A good corporate governance structure is a working system for principled goal setting,
effective decision making, and appropriate monitoring of compliance and performance.
Through this vibrant and responsive structure, the CEO, the senior management team and the
board of directors can interact effectively and respond quickly and appropriately to changing
circumstances, within a framework of solid corporate values, to provide enduring value to the
shareholders who invest in the enterprise.”21
The end of the odd journey from corporate law to a more complex corporate governance
system would give Dean Manning solace. His skyscrapers have been filled to overflowing,
but formal law—the corporate statute and cases interpreting it—occupy far fewer floors in
the building. The outcome of this integration of law and managerial mechanisms puts law in
an important but plainly subordinate role in the corporation’s operating system:
“Investors provide to a corporation the funds with which it acquires real assets. The investors
receive in return financial claims (securities) on the corporation’s future cash flows. The size
of these future cash flows then depends importantly on management’s choice of what real
assets to acquire and how well these assets are managed over time. The capital market’s
pricing of the financial claims acquired by investors is in effect a valuation of these future
cash flows. Corporate law provides a framework within which a firm’s managers make these

investment and operating decisions. Properly designed, this legal framework helps spur
management to choose and deploy assets in ways that maximize the value of the firm’s
expected future cash flows … The better corporate and securities law perform these tasks, the
more valuable the corporation’s underlying business and correspondingly, the financial
claims that the corporation issues.”22

3. Path Dependence: Corporate Governance, Complementarity, and Supermodularity
The second effort to complicate corporate governance adds a dynamic dimension. Corporate
governance is path dependent—history matters significantly.23 In a path dependent
environment with factors such as increasing returns and network externalities, an observed
equilibrium may be inefficient compared to arrangements possible at the time of the
comparison that were not available when the arrangements arose. Initial conditions,
determined by fortuitous events or non-economic factors such as culture, politics, or
geography, can start the system down a specific path. For example, Silicon Valley’s
development near to the San Francisco Bay next to Stanford University, as opposed to the
shores of Lake Michigan where Northwestern and the University of Chicago are about the
same distance from each other as Stanford and the University of California at Berkeley,
depended importantly on initial conditions. These included, importantly, Stanford’s hiring
Frederick Terman as dean of the engineering school shortly after World War II. Terman had
directed one of the Cambridge, Massachusetts, wartime labs that sought to bring cutting-edge
science to bear in support of the war effort and so recognized the value of translational
research, that is, the link between university research and its practical application.24 Put
simply, “history matters.”25
That history matters influences the dynamics of the system to be understood. In particular,
history’s shadow can make it difficult to reform existing institutions or adjust to changes in a
company’s product market even if current alternatives exist that, absent transition costs,
would be more efficient. In the context of corporate governance as defined here, the role of
complementarities drives the system down a path from which it is difficult later to depart. By
“complementarities” I have in mind governance elements that create value because they make
the existing system work better as a whole, and the fact that the “efficiency” of an element
cannot be separated from the question of “fit.”
One of the major corporate governance questions to which path dependence and
complementarity gives rise can be usefully framed in terms of the operating system
metaphor: in a world of increasingly global product and capital markets, is there room for
multiple corporate operating systems? Do particular corporate governance systems give rise
to sustainable competitive advantage in particular product markets? What happens if a
particular governance system is efficient until a change in the market renders it less efficient
than that of new competitors and path dependency slows adjustment?26
3.1 The Japanese Example
The development of Japanese corporate governance exemplifies the influence of
complementarities on the persistence of corporate governance structure as broadly defined in
section 2. Suppose one begins with an initial condition of a commitment to lifetime
employment for a large number of employees, as was the case in the development of post-war
Japanese corporate governance.27 The next question relates to the influence of that initial

condition on a corporation’s production process. Because the norm of lifetime employment
makes human capital a long-term asset, the company will sensibly make substantial firmspecific human capital investments in its employees, thus developing a work force that
supports team and horizontal coordination.28
In turn, the need to protect this long-term investment in human capital fits best with bank, as
opposed to stock market-based, financing, to prevent the stock market from upsetting the
company’s implicit commitments to labor. Bank-based finance elevates the role of the bank
as the monitor of managerial performance, rather than the public shareholders; this means
suppressing public shareholders’ rights and expectations relative to those of the bank. The
need to monitor the performance of a management freed from stock market oversight thus led
to the post-World War II Japanese main bank system. A single bank (typically leading a
syndicate of banks) directly monitored a company’s investment choice through the
company’s need to borrow to fund new projects, and through the information about the
company’s cash flow and performance that came to the bank through its provision of the
company’s general banking services.29 Commonly, the main bank and the other banks that
participated in providing loans to the company also held significant amounts of the
company’s equity, again out of a concern that a hostile takeover might upset the company’s
labor and financing arrangements.
Should the company fall on hard times, the main bank was expected to bail it out, through the
provision of additional funds, but at the price of displacement of management with bank
employees. The main bank bailout expectation was understood to be “an institutional
arrangement complementary to the system of permanent employment.” Bailout “helps to
preserve the firm-specific human assets accumulated in the framework of the lifetime
employment system and hence provides incentives for them to be generated in the first
place.”30 In turn, this package of attributes and the related internal production methods are
complementary to particular kinds of activity. The Japanese governance system, with its large
investment in firm-specific employee human capital, is very effective when innovation is
linear, and depends importantly on team work, but it is much less effective when innovation
is discontinuous—the Japanese structure does not lend itself to Schumpetarian (or
Christensen-like31) disruption.32 The overall result has been a tightly integrated system of
production that has been difficult to change in response to changing business conditions and
opportunities for innovation.
In Milgrom and Robert’s terms, the relationship between these governance and associated
organizational characteristics is supermodular. By that term they mean that at each decision
node where a new governance or characteristics must be added to the existing system, the
corporation will choose from among the alternatives that which best “fits” with the already
present elements. That fit, in turn, is a function not just of the efficiency of the new element
standing alone—the increased productivity that results simply from its addition—but also of
the new element’s capacity to improve the performance of the existing elements—the extent
to which it is supermodular.33
The complementarity among elements of the system, then, is a barrier to reform of the system
because changing one element in the system results in degrading the performance of all other
system elements to which that element was complementary. Just as adding a complementary
element increased system performance by more than its own contribution, removing an
element, by regulatory design or voluntarily in response to changed economic conditions,
reduces performance of all elements. Like financial leverage, supermodularity steepens the

performance curve both on the upside and on the downside: short of changing all elements of
the system at once, reform will result in reduced system performance until enough of the
system changes to recreate complementarities among the new and remaining elements.
Continuing the Japanese example, the combination of allowing Japanese companies to access
non-Japanese sources of capital through the Eurodollar market and the enormous success of
Japanese companies such that projects could be financed through cash flow rather than bankprovided project finance, eroded the role of the main bank. The contemporaneous drop in the
value of the Nikkei reduced the value of the banks’ cross-holdings in its customer companies,
which necessitated sales of significant amounts of those holdings to maintain bank
compliance with capital requirements.34 At the same time, conditions in many product
markets came to favor discontinuous innovation rather than linear innovation. Reduced
performance of any part of a governance system built on complementarities reduced the
performance of the entire Japanese governance system, yet the previously efficient
complementarities create a barrier to reform.
This analysis provides background to understanding why the recent corporate governance
reform proposals of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe represent more than tinkering with the formal
relationships between shareholders and managers. The main bank system has not functioned
for years, cross-shareholdings are of lesser significance, and Companies’ Act revisions
provide a better framework for activist investors and reflect a conscious effort to use
government intervention to overcome path dependencies that sustain a no longer
advantageous system of governance and production. Nonetheless, there has been little change
in the labor market, including especially the continued absence of an external market for
managerial talent and the actual operation of Japanese corporate governance—the Japanese
corporation’s operating system—remains familiar.
3.2 Expanding the Complementarity Concept: Varieties of Capitalism
The transformation of corporate law into corporate governance discussed in section 2 and the
recognition of the impact of complementarities within a single country’s governance system
were importantly expanded through a literature that has been styled “the varieties of
capitalism.”35 A governance system experiences path-dependent complementarities, not only
internally among a company’s factors of production, but also among a country’s corporate
governance system and other social and economic institutions including, importantly, the
state. Simplifying the more complex yet elegant structure of the literature, different countries
have different varieties of capitalism. A capitalist system necessarily has more or less
coordination among labor markets, corporate governance arrangements, capital markets, and
the educational system that provides worker training both outside and inside the firm
consistent with the skill sets associated with firm organization and production. The state’s
political and social system—for example, the government’s role in the economy both directly
through state ownership and also more indirectly through the regulatory structure—must fit
with the overall structure dictated by the interaction of the other elements. In turn, the
institutions through which government and social influences operate are both forged through
the relationships among the various inputs to the particular form of capitalism, and serve as
the field on which those controlling the input strategically interact.36
The result is a stylized typology of two general forms of economic and political organization.
Each displays, although the term is not used, supermodularity—the pieces evolve to facilitate
the variety’s functioning and to reinforce each of its elements. In this account, the two rough

forms of political economy are called “liberal market economies” (LME) and “coordinated
market economies” (CME). In LMEs, firms coordinate their activities largely through
hierarchies within the firm and through competitive markets outside the firm.37 The basic
tools are said to be contracts and arm’s-length arrangements.38 In CMEs, firm activities
operate importantly through non-market arrangements, relying on relational arrangements
supported by reputation and, more generally, through incomplete contracting supported by
public and private regulatory institutions. Firms and markets are organized through strategic
interaction among firms and other institutions. “In some nations, for instance, firms rely
primarily on formal contracts and highly competitive markets to organize relationships with
their employees and suppliers of finance, while, in others, firms coordinate these endeavors
differently.”39 It will be obvious, for example, into which category the Japanese main bank
system falls.
The last element in the analysis is dynamic: each system’s political, social, and corporate
governance institutions evolve in a path-dependent fashion from an initial condition to a
coordinated structure of complementary institutions driven by choices based on
supermodularity and complementarities: “nations with a particular kind of coordination in
one sphere of the economy should tend to develop complementary practices in other spheres
as well.”40 For example, a stock-market-based capital market implies market-based
institutions in the financial sector consistent with the development of a vibrant venture capital
market not generally present in countries with a bank-centered capital market41 and a labor
market characterized by employment at will, while extensive employment protection is
associated with non-market coordination of industrial relations.42 Similarly, stock-marketbased capital markets are associated with market monitoring of company performance
through control contests, while bank-centered capital markets are associated with bankmediated monitoring and the absence of stockholder-driven control contests. On this account,
the United States and the United Kingdom exemplify LME nations while Germany and Japan
are CME nations.
My goal in this section was to further complicate our understanding of corporate law and
corporate governance by embedding governance in a broader framework whose components
are complementary and by highlighting the dynamics of that broader system. The “varieties
of capitalism” approach takes us part of the way. On the one hand, it stresses how different
systems came to their present form. On the other, however, it does not fully address the
tension between path dependency and the need for a particular variety to respond to changes
in markets and products. For example, the capacity of globalization and technology to disrupt
existing industry and employment patterns highlights the importance of the extent to which
particular varieties (and sub-varieties) of capitalism are adaptively efficient.43 The US system
is said to be adaptively efficient but at the same time criticized for being too “short-term”
oriented, while the Japanese system was praised for its capacity to credibly commit to longterm investment horizons, but appears to be slow in adapting to significant changes in
markets and technologies.44
This poses what now may be the most interesting question—can a single system be both
adaptive and committed? To close with a speculation, corporate governance serves to support
risk transfer. As capital markets become more complete, additional mechanisms of transfer
become available. The ability to transfer risk in slices through derivatives, in contrast to a
broadband risk bearing instrument like common stock, creates the option of a company
remaining privately held as a commitment device to a particular investment horizon that

matches its markets and skills.45 From this perspective, adaption takes place through selfselection at the company level, rather than at the system level.
A final qualification remains. The “varieties of capitalism” approach dates from the turn of
the millennium. We now observe new governance patterns evolving from scratch where there
is no prior path. Chinese state capitalism offers a form of coordinated system, but one in
which the resolution of tensions among stakeholders more directly flows through the state
and party apparatus rather than through the interaction between the company and other
relational institutions, and where a question remains whether corporate governance and its
formal components serve the same function in the Chinese system that they do in other
varieties of capitalism.46

4. Analytic Models in Corporate Governance
To this point, I have broadly summarized the evolution of corporate law into corporate
governance and then from corporate governance as a stand-alone concept into a component
of a particular capitalist system made up of complementary subsystems and whose path
dependency defines the characteristics of the broader system’s adaptive dynamics. Like
evolutionary systems more generally, the movement was towards greater complexity. Section
4 now further emphasizes complexity by critically assessing recent efforts to simplify, rather
than complicate, our understanding of corporate governance through single-factor governance
models. As can be predicted by my account in sections 2 and 3, I view these models as
interesting and intriguing, but inevitably partial, the equivalent of a painter’s studies for a
larger work. For the kind of analytic non-formal models used by legal academics, the right
methodological move is to complicate, not simplify. Perhaps most important, these singlefactor models are largely static, immune in their positive and normative analysis to the
influence of the broader concept of governance addressed in section 3.
4.1 Models in Corporate Law
Some 40 years after economics began making important inroads into corporate law
scholarship, a significant amount of academic, but not judicial, attention is still directed at
devising the right “model” of corporate law and governance.47 The “shareholder primacy”
model contests with the “stakeholders” model, which in turn confronts the “team production”
model and the “director primacy” model. In section 4 I argue that this debate, as engaging,
interesting, and extended as it has been, is ultimately a blind alley, both theoretically and
practically. The reasons are not complicated, although as I have suggested in sections 2 and 3,
we have come to understand that the behavior that this dialogue has sought to explain is quite
complicated. Indeed, it is the very complexity of the phenomenon to be explained that allows
a simple critique of singular static explanations.
Each of these “models” seeks to explain the structure and performance of complex business
organizations—law is relevant only to the extent that it interacts with other factors in shaping
the corporation’s operating system—by reference to a single explanatory variable. The single
variable character of the contending accounts has resulted in an oddly driven circular debate
that is prolonged because those proffering each model defend it by emphasizing the limits of
the others—something like an academic perpetual motion machine. In fact, each of the
models is part of a more complicated description of a very complex phenomenon.

Stephen Bainbridge, whose entry into the1 single factor horse race I will address later in this
section, invokes the fable of the blind men and the elephant in arguing that an overarching
concept of the corporation is needed.48 An account of corporate organization that does not
feature prominently each of the contending model’s central features—shareholders,
managers, and employees, stakeholders and directors—is limited to explaining only part of
the phenomenon. Elephants have trunks, tails, ears, and legs; corporations have shareholders,
managers, and employees, stakeholders and directors. Making the elephant walk and the
corporation function effectively requires that all of these parts work together—the task is
organizational intelligent design or, as I have called the exercise more generally, transaction
cost engineering.49 And that requires an explanation that focuses on more than one factor,
however overarching. The problem of understanding corporate organization is interesting and
hard because it requires explaining the interaction of multiple inputs in a dynamic setting, a
problem that vexes both formal and informal modelers.
I should pause for a moment to clarify what I mean by a model. Of course, none of the
accounts I address here involves a formal mathematical model of the sort familiar from the
economic and finance literatures. They are more in the style of an informal analytic
narrative,50 which persuades because its explanation rings true rather than because the
equations balance.51 This technique is a kind of verbal regression that restricts the degrees of
freedom in explaining a phenomenon by complicating rather than simplifying. A real
regression first simplifies the problem as the interaction of two variables, and then measures
the power of the explanation by the closeness of the data point—the dots—to the least
squares line.52 An analytic regression operates in exactly the opposite fashion: by increasing
the number of dots that must be connected, but now by a narrative rather than by a regression
line. A workshop question that asks “what about” a particular fact challenges the verbal
regression with a dot the presenter’s explanation of a phenomenon cannot explain, and so
limits the degrees of freedom in constructing a narrative explanation.
In the remainder of this section I will briefly survey the contending models—stakeholders,
team production, director primacy, and shareholder primacy—highlighting both why each
model’s animating factor is important and why it is partial. In doing so I will not do justice
either to the extensive literature associated with each model or the sophistication of some of
the debate.53 My point is simply that, standing alone, none of the single-factor models explain
the complex phenomenon of the governance of corporations in a dynamic context.
4.1.1 Stakeholder Model

A stakeholder model of corporation law or governance recognizes that the corporation is a
major social institution that is at the core of a capitalist system. In the United States, large
public corporations produce the bulk of GDP, employ vast numbers of workers and so
support the stability of families and communities, and pay taxes at every level of the nation—
local, state, and federal. It has become commonplace to credit the corporate form with a
significant role in economic productivity. For example, writing in 1926, the Economist
magazine trumpeted this role:
“Economic historians of the future may assign to the nameless inventor of the principle of
limited liability, as applied to trading corporations, a place of honor with Watt and
Stephenson, and other pioneers of the industrial revolution. The genius of these men
1

produced the means by which man’s command of natural resources has multiplied many
times over; the limited liability company the means by which huger aggregations of capital
required to give effect to their discoveries were collected, organized and efficiently
administered.”54
It then follows simply enough that all those affected by the performance of the corporation
have an interest in its operation, which leads in turn to an economic measure of social welfare
against which a corporation’s performance can be measured: as framed by economists Patrick
Bolton, Marco Becht, and Alicia Roell, the net gain to all those doing business with the
company, thereby requiring a netting of gains and losses among, for example, customers,
suppliers, employees and shareholders.55
Intertwined with this measure of overall productivity, however, is a distributional concern. If
the gains arising from the corporation’s activity are not shared among stakeholders in a
fashion perceived as equitable, the social legitimacy necessary to support efficient production
breaks down, a framing that resonates with the current income equality debate and the
populist themes now current in US politics across both the Democratic and Republican
parties.56 In the more recent governance debate, the stakeholder model is situated as a
response to the position Hansmann and Kraakman describe as now dominant: that the
corporation should be run to maximize shareholder value.57
What is missing in the stakeholder account, however, is the link between the stakeholder
model and production. While production may depend on a broad perception that the fruits of
production are equitably distributed, in the absence of efficient production, that task is made
more difficult because there is less to distribute. A fair criticism is that too little attention is
given to the governance mechanisms through which stakeholder interests can be taken into
account consistent with efficient production. To be sure, stakeholder board representation has
been a matter of debate but hardly implementation in the United States, and co-determination
is a familiar but narrow European phenomenon.58 And as Henry Hansmann pointed out some
years ago, there is no legal reason why large corporations are capital rather than labor
cooperatives.59
Yet the problem with a stakeholder model remains: it a one-factor model, largely concerned
with distributional issues as a counterpoint but not as an alternative to shareholder primacy.
To be sure, behavioral economics provides evidence that perceptions of fairness may in some
circumstances be complementry to, rather than in tension with, maximizing production60 and
that framing the corporate purpose only in terms of shareholder value may dissuade boards of
directors from taking action that increases the size of the pie if it reduces the piece
shareholders receive. However, what remains largely unaddressed in the stakeholder
discussion is how to hold accountable the corporate decision makers, composed largely of
white, older men and, almost without exception, wealthy people, whatever their ethnicity or
gender, for the size of the pie the corporation creates or for its distribution.
4.1.2 Team Production

A team production theory of corporate governance, energetically advanced by Margaret Blair
and Lynn Stout, seeks to fill the gap in stakeholder theory by directly linking a concern with
non-shareholder constituencies, especially employees, to firm productivity.61 The model,
stated simply, is that efficient production is a function of firm specific investment by a wide
range of stakeholders—a team, rather than a hierarchy. However, if the stakeholder’s firm-

specific investment is subject to opportunistic grabbing by a different stakeholder—for
example, the shareholders—the stakeholder will be less willing to make the efficient level of
investment. For example, employees may be reluctant to make firm specific human capital
investments if shareholders can subsequently renege on the firm’s promise to pay the
employee a return on that investment.62
The need to protect all stakeholders’ firm specific investments gives rise to the team
production model’s governance implications. The model calls for a decision maker who will
coordinate the contributions of different stakeholders to protect their expectations of a return
on their investments, i.e., to see that the stakeholders play well together and so increase the
size of the pie rather than squabbling over the efforts of one stakeholder group to expropriate
a different group’s piece. Blair and Stout assign this function to the board of directors who
operate, in their somewhat awkward term, as “mediating hierarchs,” balancing the various
stakeholders’ interaction, and so facilitating the right ex ante level of specific investment by
all parties.
The reader will recognize that the team production model closely tracks the efficiency
analysis of the Japanese main bank governance model considered in section 3; Japanese
horizontal organization of production is framed, as is the team production model, in contrast
to US vertical organization. In the Japanese governance model, lifetime employment,
protected by limited reliance on equity financing and main bank monitoring, encourages
employees to make firm-specific human capital investment by protecting them from
opportunistic behavior by shareholders, and so provides a foundation for a very efficient
manufacturing system that is built around horizontal planning, decision making, and
production processes. But the reader will also recall that the advantage of Japanese horizontal
organization of production is contextual. First, it is more effective than US-style hierarchical
organization when innovation is linear, as in precision manufacturing, but inferior to the US
style when innovation is discontinuous. Second, team production’s stability depends on
conditions in the capital and product markets—increasing alternative sources of capital, for
example, degraded the critical role of the main bank, as did the success of the companies
themselves, who then could avoid main bank monitoring by financing projects through
internally generated funds.
Unlike Aoki’s development of “J form governance,”63 Blair and Stout’s claim for team
production is largely a-contextual. The problem is that, as analysis of Japanese governance
shows, team production is a strategy, not the “right” way to organize governance or
production; it fits some industries, some production techniques, and some clusters of
complementary elements of one variety of capitalism at particular times, but not others.
Indeed, in some contexts, horizontal teams and vertical non-teams both may work. The
difference in strategies between Costco and Sam’s Club, both US big-box-membership
grocery and sundries stores is a good example. They are direct competitors but they treat their
workers quite differently. Costco pays higher wages, provides healthcare, etc. Costco’s
position is that company profits are higher if their workers like their jobs and want to keep
them (a business person’s account of an efficiency wage story). Sam’s Club (owned by
Walmart) treats its workers materially worse than Costco, but nonetheless performs
adequately.64
A second problem is more directly governance related: who polices the behavior of the
mediating hierarchs even in a team production context? In the US governance model, the
only formal source of constraint is the right of only one stakeholder—the shareholders—to

vote. However, as Blair and Stout stress, so long as the corporation resembles the Berle and
Means pattern of widely distributed ownership, the right to vote and so the power to monitor
the hierarchs, is dramatically diluted by coordination costs: proxy contests are expensive and
while their costs are borne by the proponent of the fight, the gains are shared by all
shareholders. This leaves the hierarchs on a very long leash indeed.
The problem with hierarchs, then, is that strategy and governance follow changes in the
capital market rather than lead it.65 The wide discretion Blair and Stout claim for the
hierarchs was first challenged by the development of junk bonds in the 1980s.66 The
availability of financing to corporate outsiders allowed a large increase in hostile takeovers
that were used to take apart the residue of the failure of the 1970s conglomerate experiment.
The result was to significantly shorten management’s leash. Non-statutory monitoring
techniques, like tender offers, provided a short cut around the coordination costs associated
with widely distributed shareholdings: Even small shareholders could recognize a large
premium when one was offered, although the need to secure financing to purchase the target
limited the size of the companies that were potential targets. The debate over efforts to
constrain capital market monitoring though target company defensive tactics—the extent to
which mediating hierarchs could prevent shareholders from accepting a hostile bid—then
raged on for 30 years.
More recently, the capital market fault line shifted again—ownership of equity became
increasingly intermediated through institutional investors holding stock as record owners for
widely dispersed beneficial owners. Shareholdings in US public corporations are now quite
concentrated as a result of equity intermediation—a number of institutions whose
representatives could be seated around a large board room table collectively hold voting
rights that effectively control most corporations—ushering in what Jeff Gordon and I have
called “Agency Capitalism.”67 At this point, activist hedge funds and other specialized
shareholder activists entered the fray as complements to the new ownership concentration.
Rather than buying targets themselves, such activists tee up strategic business choices for
decision by “reticent” rather than passive institutional shareholders and in that way serve as a
catalyst for the expression of institutional shareholder voice. This further erodes the
coordination costs barrier to monitoring mediating hierarchs. Because an activist’s own stock
purchase need be only large enough to credibly signal its conviction in its proposals, even the
largest public corporations are potentially “in play.” Put differently, the activist shareholders
differ from the raiders of the 1980s in that instead of leveraging the target’s balance sheet to
finance a takeover, they leverage the equity holdings of institutional investors to win a proxy
contest conditional on convincing the institutional investors that the activist’s proposal is
sound.68 And here context is again central. If the mediating hierarchs are largely walled off
from capital market monitoring, now through proxy fights rather than takeovers, companies’
response to changes in the business environment are slowed down, a very undesirable result
if, as appears to be the case, the rate of change in the business environment is increasing. Bad
governance then leads to bad strategy.
4.1.3 Director Primacy

Stephen Bainbridge proffers a director primacy model as a counterpoint to both the
stakeholder and the team production models on the one hand, and as an element of a
shareholder primacy model on the other.69 The differences among those models are nicely
organized around two simple concepts proffered by Bainbridge: the corporation’s ends and
the means by which those ends are achieved. Director primacy differs sharply from the

stakeholder model and somewhat more obliquely from team production on the ends sought. It
includes an undiluted commitment to “shareholder wealth maximization”70 as the measuring
rod of a corporation’s performance. The significant difference between director primacy and
team production, conceptually but not necessarily operationally, concerns the means by
which shareholder wealth maximization is achieved. Both team production and director
primacy share a commitment to a very long leash for boards of directors, relegating
shareholders to a limited role as a vehicle for constrained capital market intervention. The
shareholders’ cameo role is expected to be limited to those unusual circumstances when the
shortfall in corporate performance, whether in its use of existing assets or in its failure to
reach out for new opportunities, exceeds the coordination costs of energizing shareholders
either directly through a takeover or indirectly through elections. In this important respect,
team production and director primacy share a central feature of Aoki’s description of
Japanese corporate governance discussed in section 3:71 capital market intervention, in Japan
through main bank intercession and in the US through the stock market, should be triggered
only by very poor performance.72
Thus, central to both models is the limited role of shareholders; under both team production
and director primacy, management and directors are on a very long leash. Team production
and director primacy differ, however, not only in the intellectual foundation of their
respective models—Blair and Stout channeling Alchian and Demsetz73 and Holstrom74, and
Bainbridge building on Coase75 and Arrow76—but also in the breadth of their claim. Fairly
assessed, team production is a particular production strategy, not a governance model for all
seasons. Director primacy makes the broader claim: it purports to be a generally applicable
governance structure. In striking the governance balance between, in Arrow’s terms,
“authority” and “responsibility,” it plainly favors authority—management over shareholders.
But this broader claim founders on the same rock that scuppered team production’s broader
claim.
Japan’s main bank primacy model, like director primacy protecting management save in dire
circumstances, no longer worked when the structure of the Japanese economy changed as a
result of Japanese corporations’ success and the contemporaneous opening of the Japanese
capital market. Director primacy’s stability and its normative appeal depend on circumstances
in the capital market: the cost of shareholder coordination sets the limit on director discretion,
in Arrow’s terms again, setting the efficient tradeoff between authority and responsibility.
The reconcentrated ownership of large public US corporations as catalyzed by activist
investors dramatically reduced the shareholder coordination costs in challenging
managements and boards; this shortened the leash. But the critical new feature of
“coordination” was the activists’ role as credible information intermediaries. Insofar as the
board’s claim to “authority” rested on both a purported informational advantage and the cost
of informing widely dispersed shareholders, the activists’ information-based counterview
shifted the balance, as evidenced by the voting behavior of sophisticated institutional
investors. Arrow himself anticipated that if smaller groups could assess specific claims of
error on the part of those in authority, responsibility could be achieved without so general a
scope of review that authority was dissipated and information costs multiplied.77
Stated most simply, the “right” governance model is contextual. It depends on what the
particular company does and on conditions in the capital market; in other words, a
governance model must be dynamic. One-factor models that cannot accommodate changes in
either the product market or the capita market are too simple to accommodate the complexity
of the business environment in which corporations function.78

4.1.4 Shareholder Primacy

Setting out the shareholder primacy model is somewhat more complicated than the
description of the stakeholder, team production, and director primacy models. In Bainbridge’s
nice dichotomy, shareholder primacy is used as a label for both an end and a means; it is at
once the corporation’s goal but also how that goal should be achieved. Thus, there is a need
to be precise about the subject under examination. With respect to the end of corporate
governance, I start with a broad definition of social welfare in the organization of public
corporations: the net impact on all those effected by the company, thereby requiring a netting
of gains and losses among, for example, customers, suppliers, employees, communities, and
shareholders, in effect Kaldor–Hicks efficiency with a broad reach of whose utility counts.79
With respect to means, my focus in this section is the role assigned to shareholders. For this
purpose, we have to bring in another literature, beginning in the early 1980s and continued to
date by the energy of Lucian Bebchuk among others, who argues for a much broader role for
shareholders than contemplated by either Blair and Stout or Bainbridge.
In important but unfortunate respects, the debate over shareholder primacy was clouded by
some of its early framing. Two characterizations are particularly regrettable: that the
allocation of authority through the corporate governance system turns on shareholder
ownership or, alternatively, on the specificity of different stakeholders’ contribution to the
corporation. The ownership claim—that the corporation should maximize shareholder wealth
because shareholders “owned” the corporation—was straightforward but far too simple. In
fact, we have known better than that from the beginning of the debate. Ownership is a bundle
of rights; which elements of the bundle we give to a particular party depends on what we
want to accomplish; the inquiry is instrumental not normative. That distinction was drawn
sharply in the corporate governance context as early as 1981. The shareholder’s governance
role depends on the organizational design needed to give residual claimants the power to
assess management and the board’s performance. “[I]ndeed, if the statute did not provide for
shareholders we would have to invent them.”80 Debates about the specificity of different
stakeholders’ contributions to the corporation were also little help; the relative character of
those contributions depended on the particular and changing character of the corporation’s
business environment, so it was difficult to generalize based on this characteristic.
Once we recognize that the problem with the firm specificity branch of the shareholder
primacy argument is that all stakeholders make contributions and the character of those
contributions, and hence the various stakeholders’ investment in the corporation, depend on
the firm’s strategy, the second characterization problem appears: it follows that the right
governance structure is also going to depend on context. Sometimes the contributions, driven
by the nature of the business and the corporation’s strategic response support horizontal team
production; sometimes they support vertical hierarchical organization and sometimes a mix.
This appears from Table 1 below, a stylized income statement. The figure illustrates that each
line item in an income statement reflects the participation of a different category of
stakeholders. And it requires little imagination to think of how all but the shareholders’
interests are conditional on circumstances. Different events will differentially affect the value
of different stakeholders’ inputs. Only the shareholders have an incentive to adjust the returns
other shareholders receive for their inputs, because the residual returns will depend on the
success of that adjustment. Put differently, one could substitute for the term “shareholder

primacy” that of “Kaldor–Hicks efficiency” as a description of the operative governance
model, and so match the label to the measure of social welfare.81

Table 1 A Stakeholder Income Statement
Line item
Sales
Wages
Cost of goods sold
Taxes
Net Income

Amount
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

Stakeholder
Customers
Employees
Suppliers
Community
Shareholders

It is apparent that, as the reference to the blind men and the elephant fable reveals, corporate
performance depends on the complex coordination of all stakeholders groups, taking into
account the particular context of the company’s business. We return to where we started this
part: the corporate elephant needs customers, employees, suppliers, communities and
shareholders to perform. That implies a basic structure of management monitored by
directors, with shareholders in the position of residual owners and having the vote—the right
to disrupt existing management through their influence on the identity of the directors. It is at
this point that the issue around shareholder primacy takes form. The team production and
director primacy models, for different reasons, share the view that shareholders’ role in
changing management should be formally limited—management’s leash must always be
long. As we’ve seen, the two positions as so framed share a more than passing relation to
Aoki’s description of Japanese management. The main bank in Japan (during its prominence)
and shareholders in the US can replace management, but only when things get very bad.
But the Japanese experience also teaches that the efficient length of the leash depends on
history, strategy, and conditions in the capital market. The evolution of complexity in our
understanding of corporate governance highlights that the role of shareholders and so the
length of management’s leash depends on the circumstances. In the 1970s, management and
directors experimented with conglomerate strategies. Consistent with the team production
and director primacy models, management and directors had the autonomy to carry out the
experiment. In the end, the experiment failed and changes in the capital market—Michael
Milken and Drexel Burnham’s development of junk bonds—shortened management’s leash
by facilitating shareholder-dependent bust-up hostile takeovers. The length of management’s
leash was shortened again in the new century by the growing intermediation of equities and
the rise of activist shareholders who levered institutional investors’ equity holdings to extend
capital market oversight to firms that were too big to take over in the 1980s.
The lesson of this section is that one-factor corporate governance models are too simple to
explain the real-world dynamics we observe. Hansmann and Kraakman are descriptively
correct that there seems to be convergence around a governance structure that generally
contemplates shareholders as the residual owner. In equilibrium, directors oversee
management’s efforts to coordinate the inputs of all stakeholders and their competing claims
on corporate revenues, with the particular resolution depending on the corporation’s product
market and strategy; shareholders have a limited function. When performance is lacking,
management’s leash shortens based on the techniques available to shareholders through the
capital market. Corporate governance matters when the leash shortening is triggered by
changes in the product market in which the company participates, in the instruments the

capital market provides, and in the pattern of shareholdings that results from conditions in the
capital market.

5. Conclusion
In the end, governance is messy, complicated, and contextual because that is the character of
dynamic markets. And that is the point of this chapter. The move from corporate law to
corporate governance reflects a move from a simple legal view of the corporation to one that
became increasingly complex and dynamic, hand in hand with the increased complexity and
dynamics of the capital market, input markets, and product markets that corporations inhabit.
And therein lies the problem with corporate governance models: at best they are snapshots,
stills of a moment a in motion picture. Corporate governance is part of the structure of an
economy whose behavior, and hence whose architecture, is dictated by the interaction among
all of the markets in which the corporation operates, each of which is itself in motion. In a
sense we are confronted with a corporate governance version of the physicist three-body
problem: the interaction of the bodies that influence the structure of corporate governance are
too complex to allow a prediction of the optimal governance structure going forward.82
Is there a lesson from recognizing the complexity of real world corporate governance? I think
so. It is the centrality of change. As discussed in section 2, there is a tradeoff between a
governance system that encourages long-term firm specific investment and one that is
mutable, quickly adapting to changes in the business environment.83 This tension between
stability and change is baked into a capitalist system. Change is a source of progress, but it is
always risky since the established order more or less works, sometimes seemingly well.84
Reinier Kraakman and I characterized the tension as a debate across the years between Burke
and Schumpeter:85 should we preserve what is working against a potentially disruptive
innovation?
Burke cast this tension in terms that anticipate today’s tendentious long-term versus shortterm debate. Remarking on the leaders of the French revolution, Burke stressed their shortterm orientation: “Their attachment to their country itself is only so far as it agrees with some
of their fleeting projects; it begins and ends with that scheme of polity which falls in with
their momentary opinion.”86 In contrast, Burke has a great respect for the French aristocracy
who were threatened by the purported short-termists: “Of my best observation, compared
with my best inquiries, I found [the French] nobility for the greater part composed of men of
high spirit, and of a delicate sense of honor, both with regard to themselves individually, and
with regard to their whole corps, over who they kept, beyond what is common in other
countries, a censorial eye.”87
Schumpeter’s riposte to the Burkean fear of chaos has become familiar:
“The opening up of new markets—and the organizational development from the craft shop to
such concerns as U.S. Steel illustrate the same process of industrial mutation— … that
incessantly revolutionalizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the
old one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential
fact about capitalism.”88
From this perspective, the governance tradeoff—between stability and mobility—depends on
the predicted range of future change in a particular industry and company. If the second
derivative of change is positive but whose direction is difficult to predict, then a governance

system that priviliges mutuability over stability will outperform. And here path dependency
raises its head a final, pessimistic time. In a governance system characterized by
supermodularity, shifts from a commitment-based governance system to one that facilitates
adaptation to changing conditions will be hard to accomplish. Again, Japan’s slow progress at
reforming the operation of its corporation governance system despite dramatic changes in its
formal corporate law stands witness to the problem.
This is an appropriate point to conclude. The move from corporate law to corporate
governance, and the resulting increase in complexity, allows us both to understand the
problems we need to solve and the difficulty of doing so.
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